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ucked away in a Long Island City warehouse beneath the Pulaski Bridge is Transmitter 
Brewing, one of the newer entrants to the New York City beer scene. Rob Kolb and 
Anthony Accardi opened the doors to their brewery in the spring of 2014, just in 

time for the first Queens Beer Week. The pair, both residents of Greenpoint, met nearly a 
decade ago racing bicycles in New York City and eventually began home brewing together. 
Though it began as a joke, the idea of opening a brewery took root and quickly grew into what 
is now Transmitter. 

Transmitter’s focus is on traditional farmhouse-style beers, to which they bring unique 
perspective through their use of interesting ingredients, barrel aging, and creative 
application of yeast. They are a “yeast-forward” brewery, 
to quote Anthony, and are “interested in the intersection 
of yeast flavors and how they develop.” In addition to 
traditional yeasts, the brewery has over 20 unique strains 
of Brettanomyces, Lactobacillus and Pediococcus in its 
collection, each isolated from rare beers or wild cultures. 
Anthony and Rob are interested in how these microorganisms 
contribute to beers’ f lavors, and how those flavors change 
over time. The vast majority of Transmitter’s production 
is bottle-conditioned, and sits anywhere from a month 
to a year prior to release, allowing the yeast and bacteria 
adequate time to produce the desired flavor profiles. To 
wit, a bottle of their F4 Brett Farmhouse Ale, which used 3 
different strains of Brettanomyces in primary fermentation, 
was bottle-conditioned for 6 months at the brewery before 
release. When enjoyed recently it displayed complex tropical 
fruit notes and a healthy barnyard funk. 

Transmitter has no flagship beer, and has instead produced 
over 40 distinct beers to date, in a handful of series loosely 
organized around general style categories. Beers are identified 
using a unique letter/number system, denoting the series 
and chronological order of the beer. The aforementioned 
F4 farmhouse was the fifth (there was an F0) beer brewed 
in the farmhouse series, which currently runs through 
F7. Transmitter’s offerings currently include saisons (S 
series), golden ales (Gs), tripels (Ts), wits (Ws) and a series of 
stouts and porters (Bs), which tend to be barrel-aged. Their 
distinctive labels, which artfully marry handwritten text with type, are modeled on QSL 
cards— an obsolete written method of confirming and recording radio communications used 
extensively by amateur radio stations and operators. They echo the brewery’s name, itself a 
nod to WNYC Transmitter Park, located in Greenpoint just across Newtown Creek from the 
brewery, from which WNYC public radio broadcasted from 1937-1990. 

The brewery has grown tremendously in its first year of operation and is now brewing on a 
12-barrel system, which has allowed them to expand their distribution as far as Boston. 
Meanwhile, their beers can be found discerning beer bars and bottle shops across New York 
City, and recognizing their excellent potential for food pairings, some of the best restaurants in 
the city, like Eleven Madison Park and Del Posto, have begun featuring their beers as well. Local 
neighborhood joints including the East Village’s Northern Spy and Jackson Height’s Little Tibet 
also carry their bottles. 

At inception, Rob and Anthony were working full time and brewing on nights and weekends. 
Anthony has since left his previous job to focus exclusively on Transmitter, and when I 
visited the brewery on a weekday morning, Rob was on his way out, headed to work, having 
just put in several early-morning hours at the brewery; Transmitter has clearly been a labor 
of love. Anthony and Rob handle nearly all of the brewing process by themselves, down to 
the production of candi sugar for use in their beers. I was allowed a taste of a grapefruit 
and orange invert syrup that will eventually go in to their T4 Citrus Tripel, which had an 
incredibly fresh and juicy citrus f lavor. I, for one, am definitely looking forward to the 
finished product. 

On weekends the tasting 
room overflows with beer 
drinkers eager to sample the 
latest offerings, which can 
be purchased and enjoyed at 
picnic tables set up inside the 
brewery entrance, literally 
feet from where Rob and 
Anthony are busy creating 
their next beer. Transmitter 
is a family operation, and 
Rob’s wife, Tanya can be 
found in the tasting room 
handing out pours and 
managing CSB distributions. 
Transmitter’s Community 
Supported Brewery (CSB) 
program is one of only a few 
in the city (LIC’s Big aLICe 
is another), and allows 
members to directly support 
the brewery in exchange for 
two 750ml bottles of a beer 
a month, plus discounts on 
further bottle purchases. 
Shares last 6 months and 
the next distribution 
period begins in September. 

Otherwise, you can get your hands on their brews at the tasting room, which is open Friday 
evenings and weekends. Hopheads beware: Transmitter has yet to brew an IPA, and there are 
no plans to do so. If you come in search of IBUs you will be disappointed, but given the variety 
and quality of their beers, its tough to leave unsatisfied. With its creative interpretations of 
farmhouse style beers Transmitter has carved out an important niche in the New York craft 
brewing scene, and it will be exciting to watch them grow and evolve.

TRANSMITTER BREWING
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One of the most identifiable characteristics of a German wheat 
beer is the tell-tale banana and clove flavors and aromas. 
These flavors are so dominant that a common descriptor for 
hefeweizens is banana bread. But you can bet your bottom 
dollar that no German brewery is adding whole cloves and 
bananas to the boil to achieve these notes. But if that’s the 
case, you ask, then how in the heck do they make it smell like 
that? Well, look no further than the mighty hefeweizen yeast. 
This yeast is a specially trained and cultivated beast capable 
of producing specific organic compounds from the phenol and 
ester families.

But what exactly are these phenols and esters? Well, they are 
each organic compounds that contribute to flavor and aroma. 
Esters, which commonly lead to fruity flavors in a variety of 
beers, are compounds which are the products of a carboxylic 
acid and an alcohol and a byproduct of yeast metabolism. In 
the example of hefeweizens, the ester isoamyl acetate leads 
to the banana flavor in question. Phenols on the other hand 
are more commonly associated with off-flavors. Phenols, 
which are compounds bound to a six-chain carbon ring that 
contains a hydroxyl group off of the first carbon, are always 
present in beer. However, volatile phenols are the phenols 
most commonly discussed in relation to beer as their presence 
in beer. Even at extremely low amounts, volatile phenols can 
often lead to overwhelming bad flavors and aromas. Case in 
point: 4-vinyl guaiacol (4VG), the phenol that leads to the 
clove flavor in hefeweizens can also be the red flag of infection 
in other styles. 

So we’ve established that these compounds are present in 
hefeweizens and that they each lead to a specific flavor. But 
what about the how? How have these microscopic flavor 
nuggets found their way into our beer? Like many things in 
the brewing world, it all comes down to the yeast. Hefeweizen 
yeast, though years of careful selection for certain traits, is 
high in an enzyme called alcohol acetyltransferase (AAT) in 
addition to having the POF (phenolic-off-flavor) gene which 
codes for the enzyme ferulic acid decarboxylase. These two 
enzymes produce isoamyl acetate and 4VG, our sources for 
banana and clove flavors respectively. 

AAT converts isoamyl alcohol to isoamyl acetate. Isoamyl 
alcohol is one of many types of fusel alcohols that yeasts create 
in addition to ethyl alcohol. By combining isoamyl with an 
acetyl-CoA, a high-energy molecule responsible for providing 
the “spark” for many metabolic reactions, isoamyl acetate is 
produced and released from the yeast into its surrounding 
medium (that’s beer to you and me). This reaction is shown 
below for those of you who are curious.

We often get asked the question: ‘where is your IPA section?’ While we usually have a 
considerable number of IPAs, we lay them out based on their flavor profile and drinkability. 
There are multiple reasons for this, but the main one is that there are various types of IPA’s 
and multiple factors affecting the overall taste of the beer that decide our placement. Of these 
factors, the hop profile the brewer has chosen for their beer plays a defining role. Whether 
one is looking for a citrus forward IPA or one that is more piney and resinous, there is a hop or 
combination of them that is creating those flavors. There is also a growing trend of single hop 
beers emerging, allowing one to hone one’s palate when it comes to hops. I decided this called for 
another palate check, in which we consume beer for the customer’s sake; all in a hard day’s work.

This time the challenge was to see if we could identify the hop in a selection of single hopped 
beers. I selected four different hops: Saaz, Nelson Sauvin, Centennial, and Equinox; and four 
different beers: Lagunitas Czech Pils, Thornbridge Brewery Kipling, Bell’s Two Hearted Ale, 
and Lagunitas Equinox. These beers are all single-hopped, except for the Lagunitas Czech Pils, 
which uses Saaz primarily for taste and aroma; but because of Saaz’s low Alpha Acid content, 
it uses some other hops for bittering. What is interesting about this selection is it shows the 
breadth of why and how brewers choose to focus on one hop in a beer.

In the Pilsner, Lagunitas chose Saaz because it is what would have been traditionally used in a 
Czech Pilsner, as well as for its flavor and origins in the Czech Republic. Its flavors are distinct, 
but notably mild, characterized by an herbal spiciness. Saaz is relatively low in Alpha Acids, 
which is ideal for a pilsner, allowing the flavor and aroma to come forward without affecting 
the body of the beer. Thornbridge Brewery made Kipling, a South Pacific Pale Ale with only 
Nelson Sauvin hops, both to showcase the uniqueness of the hop without advertising that it 
is a single hop beer, and because it would create an ideal flavor and body for a pale ale. In my 
mind, they chose the hop and then created a beer around it that would allow it to shine. 

Bell’s Two Hearted Ale follows a similar trajectory. Larry Bell, the founder of Bell’s Brewery 
tried making a flagship IPA with Michigan hops but with little success; abandoning the project 
until years later when his brewers were just discovering Centennial hops. Centennial was 
bitter enough to stand up to a 7% beer on its own, and uniquely aromatic to stand in as the 
main flavor component as well. Lagunitas Equinox bills itself as a single-hop beer, originally 
brewed in the 90’s; but it reemerged alongside the growing trend of single-hop beers, focusing 
on showing the uniqueness of a single hop so the consumer can learn alongside the brewer. 

To familiarize everyone with the individual hops before the blind tasting, I made hop teas 
from either pellets or whole hops. Tasting in order of bitterness: First is Saaz, presenting an 
earthy lemon note and then an herbal spice, relatively bitter in tea form. Then comes Nelson 
Sauvin, which is distinctly tropical, but also vegetal — reminiscent of bitter greens. Then, 
Centennial had the most distinct and overpowering aroma of sticky preserved lemon and 
pine sap, that still hangs in the air in the office. Lastly, Equinox is the most bitter, with classic 
bright citrus notes and a musty, earthy quality. 

The goal was to see if after smelling and tasting the hops in tea form, we could pick them out 
in a blind tasting with the single hop beers. This turned out to be surprisingly hard. Coleman 
was the only to get all four right. The beers were all different enough that it became hard to 
judge them based on hop alone. The Pilsner and Pale Ale poured golden, almost straw colored; 
and while having a different malt bill, were similar enough in body to throw people off when 
guessing between the two. Out of the five of us, only three guessed the right hop out of these 
two, despite their distinctly different hop profile. 

The Equinox and Centennial hopped beers both poured a resinous orange and while different 
in body, the difference was tenuous enough to impart doubt in one’s palate. It became an 
internal debate between what one thought the beer tasted and smelled like and whether that 
corresponded with how one remembered the hop. As both an observer and participant, it was 
fascinating to watch our conception of beers we sell and describe daily clash with what the 
actual beers taste like. Megan, when tasting the Bell’s Two Hearted, described almost word for 
word how I think it tastes, and how we all describe it, with notes of lime and kind of tropical 
but surprisingly bitter; but remembering the hop tea, second-guessed herself because in tea 
form its flavor was so concentrated it was hard to pick up on those notes. While Mike picked 
up on lemon notes in the Two Hearted, he did not remember the beer tasting like that; and 
flavorwise, the Equinox did not differ from the Two Hearted as much as anyone expected. All 
in all, almost everyone was able to guess correctly between these two; but it largely came down 
to both the bitterness and our previous knowledge of the actual beers and not the gained 
knowledge from the hop teas themselves.

In truth, I was expecting this to be a fun but rather easy challenge in which we all learned a 
little bit more about the individual hops we are offering. However, I ended up with more respect 
for the brewers than the hops. It seemed evident that rather than just showcasing the hop used 
in each beer, the hop was a part of a much more complex profile. While it might be interesting to 
create a series where the only change in the recipe is the hop, the resulting beer would be more 
a product of experimentation than intention and probably less enjoyable.

REACTIONS LEADING TO 4VG PRODUCTION
It is interesting to note that one of the key differences 
between American wheat beers and hefeweizens is the 
different types of yeasts used. The ale yeasts commonly 
used in American wheat beers are POF- and do not have the 
gene to code for ferulic acid decarboxylase. Thus they cannot 
convert the ferulic acid present in the bran of the wheat 
kernels to 4VG. This, in addition to several other factors, 
is one of the key differences leading to two vastly different 
wheat styles.

Well, there you have it. Pretty simple right? The next time 
you are sipping on a Schneider Weisse, take a second to think 
about just how important that hefeweizen yeast is to the 
finished product. It is pretty amazing what that single-celled 
organism can accomplish if given the right environment and 
ingredients to succeed.

Mrs. Saxelby’s Beer Lab:

by MEGAN SAXELBY

REACTIONS LEADING TO  
ISOAMYL ACETATE PRODUCTION
The other enzyme of interest to us here, ferulic acid 
decarboxylase, is only found in yeast strains that code for 
the POF gene. In addition to the hefeweizen yeast, certain 
strains of Belgian yeasts also have the POF gene. Ferulic acid 
decarboxylase converts ferulic acid to 4VG. Ferulic acid is 
found with the bran of wheat kernels and is released during 
the mash stage of brewing. Once the yeast has been pitched, 
ferulic acid decarboxylase can act on it and produce 4VG, 
resulting in that all too familiar clove flavor in hefeweizens. 
The reaction is shown below.

phenols esters

PALATE CHECK:
what’s the hops, man?

by DYLAN CROUSE
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 1/ SingleCut Beersmiths
 2/ Transmitter Brewing 
 3/ Finback Brewery
 4/ Brooklyn Brewery
 5/ Threes Brewing
 6/ Other Half Brewing Co.
 7/ Sixpoint Brewery
 8/ Kelso Beer Co.
 9/ 508 Gastrobrewery
 10/ Eataly

LONG ISLAND R.R.

 11/ Barrier Brewing Co. 
 12/ Greenport Harbor Brewing Co.
 13/ Southampton Publick House

METRO NORTH

 14/ Captain Lawrence Brewing Co.
 15/ Peekskill Brewery
 16/ Newburgh Brewing Co.
 17/ Two Roads Brewing Co.
 18/ OEC Brewing

NEW JERSEY TRANSIT

 19/ Carton Brewing

R E G I O N A L B R E WE R M A P
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ACROSS
 2/  Chicago brewery new to the NYC market known for unicorn 

themed beers

 7/  Order of monks from Trappist breweries

 9/  Type of beer that Bamberg’s Schlenkerla is know for

 10/  Brewery and Sumerian goddess of beer

 12/  Square directly in front of GCT

 14/  Napoleon’s troops called this weisse beer  
“The Champagne of the North”

 15/  Most famous beer style originating from Cologne

 16/  Benedictine Abbey opening up in Oregon

 18/  Famous property owned by former US President known for  
apple cider production

 19/  Named Beer Town USA by USA Today this year

20/  Strong, traditional German springtime lager

DOWN

 1/  Fuel which allowed for kilning the first pale ales

 3/  The best and only brewery Beer Table carries from Oklahoma

 4/  Prior to 2014, highest amount alcohol by weight allowed  
for beer in TN

 5/  Best way to carry a sixer of cans at a tailgate

 6/  Newest brewery in Long Island City

 8/  Genus of the yeast found in the majority of the ales we sell

 11/  Only Trappist brewery in the New World

 13/ Total number of platforms in GCT

 14/  Order of monks who originally brewed at Weihenstephan Abbey

 17/  Pale Ales gained popularity during the Industrial Revolution due 
to new, widely available ______________

crossword

by JUSTIN PHILIPS

recently traveled to London to do a bit of consulting for a growing restaurant group. 
The main purpose of my visit was to help them begin the process of creating an 
exciting beer program for their newest restaurant. While they had already added some 
nice beer to their menu, the sales weren’t happening yet. Wisely, they reached out to 
me and we planned a weeklong beer tour of their lovely city. I hadn’t been there in at 

least six years, and it was a wonderful opportunity for me to see all that has changed since 
then (quite a lot).

We began our week visiting breweries, starting with one of the leaders of this exciting new 
wave of openings, The Kernel. Started by Evin O’Riordain in 2009, I figured it would be one 
of the best places to begin our adventure. When we arrived, an old friend from New York was 
scrubbing the inside of one of their brewing vessels, steam wafting out, along with remnants 
of spent barley from the previous brew.

We were struck by the unusual aromas that filled the room and the area in front of the 
brewery. It smelled of beer, cooked fruit, and there was a distinct vinegar smell in the air. 
Evin quickly explained that much of that aroma was coming from their neighbor, who was 
busy making chutneys and preserves. We tasted Evin’s Table Beer which is a very lean pale 
ale, clocking in at about 3% alcohol. It was delicious, balanced, clean and malt-forward. 
It had such a rich flavor profile for such a light beer. Afterwards, we walked around the 
brewery and tasted more beers, notably, a Berliner Weisse matured with damsons (a tart, 
deep red plum varietal).

After Kernel, we meandered down the way to Brew by Numbers. Their sales manager Jimmy 
led us through an excellent tasting of almost everything that they do, and I believe the 
entire team felt a little overwhelmed by the deliciousness and range that we had experienced.

Ultimately, I think there’s almost too much to report! London and the surrounding area have 
re-emerged as one of the leading brewing communities, once again. It will be very interesting 
to watch their progress over the next few years.

Here are a few of the highlights from breweries we visited:

THE KERNEL BREWERY — Evin has been an influential leader in this new wave of openings.  
I was particularly inspired by his interest and commitment to maintaining a certain small scale, 
and his appreciation and acceptance of old brewing traditions.

BREW BY NUMBERS — Dave and Jimmy were extremely generous. I think we were all most 
excited by their range of saisons, though across the board, their beer was excellent.

BEAVERTOWN BREWERY — There’s a palpable energy in this brewery. Jeremy and Logan exude 
enthusiasm for not only making their beer technically perfect, but also for their brand and the 
industry in general.

CAMDEN TOWN BREWERY — Equally high energy, the very charismatic Jasper Cuppaidge has 
a commitment to super clean lagers, and while his brewery brews a number of different beers very 
well, his Hells Lager impressed me most.

Breweries that I didn’t visit (because they’re not in London), but tasted some of their 
excellent beers:

WILD BEER COMPANY — These guys are absolute leaders in a very specific category. They’re 
making some of the most delicious fruit beers anywhere in the world. You must try them now.

BUXTON BREWERY — Classic and unusual all at once, everything I tried from these Buxton was 
delicious and well made.

SIREN CRAFT BREW — Kings of collaboration, apparently, I saw more beer that was in cahoots 
with other brewers than straight up Siren beer, but so far, everything I’ve tried has been delicious. 
Their collab with Stillwater (Smoke Signals) was one of the best beers I’ve had in a long time.

THORNBRIDGE BREWERY — I’ve been a fan of these folks for years, but they continue to 
impress me. It’s hard to beat Halcyon…

A  
TRIP  
TO

by MICHAEL GALLAGHER
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ACROSS
 2/ PIPEWORKS
 7/ CISTERCIAN
 9/ RAUCH
 10/ NINKASI
 12/ PERSHING
 14/ BERLINER
 15/ KOLSCH
 16/ MOUNTANGEL
 18/ MONTICELLO
 19/ GRANDRAPIDS
20/ MAIBOCK

DOWN
 1/ COKE
 3/ PRAIRIE
 4/ FIVE
 5/ BEERACUDA
 6/ LICBEERPROJECT
 8/ SACCHAROMYCES
 11/ SPENCER
 13/ FOURTYFOUR
 14/ BENEDICTINE
 17/ GLASSWARE

answers

summer
e love mason jars here at Beer Table. If you’re a 
regular, surely you use it for coffee in the morning 
and a cold draft on the way home. If you’ve taken 

a glance at our former can shelf recently, you may have noticed 
a new mason jar on the shelf: Messy Brine pickled veggies. 
Adding these treats to your burgers, brats, and dogs is a sure 
way to spice up your backyard bbq; it also makes you a part of 
a rich tradition here in New York City.

Pickling was essential to the European immigrants of the 
19th and 20th centuries, especially on the lower east side 
of Manhattan. Pickling carts were cheap to start, easy to 

maintain, and provided an 
affordable treat to those 
craving a taste of home. Just 
a century ago, nearly 200 
pickle shops occupied Stanton, 
Orchard and Rivington Street. 
Now, only a few shops remain. 
But a pickling Renaissance 
seems to be happening — and 
Messy Brine is helping to lead 
the way. 

MB was founded in early 
2014 by Josh Siber, Evan 
Machowsky and Andrew 
Guberman, after the idea to 
pickle was sparked by Evan 
enjoying some of Josh’s 
pickled green beans. Months 
were spent learning the 
history, technique and finer points of pickling, with many different fruits and vegetables causing for some spills in the kitchen 
(the company name is a tribute to the “fun and mess made testing and tasting of the pickles”). For the initial launch, salt and 
vinegar pickle chips, jalapeño carrots and caulikraut were selected as the initial products to go to market.

The process of pickling dates back to 2400 BC, and the bible mentions pickling several times as well. Even Cleopatra attributed 
her good looks to a hearty diet of pickles. Christopher Columbus brought pickles to Haiti, and the Dutch invigorated the tradition 
by growing pickles in Brooklyn, selling their products at market stalls on Washington, Canal and Fulton Streets. In 1858, John 
Mason designed and patented the first mason jar; it was created to withstand the temperatures associated with pickling. After 
the patent ended, producers of the jars continued to call them mason jars — a Beer Table tradition in itself!

But how do you pickle? Quick pickling and salt brining are some of the most popular methods; quick pickling requires produce to 
be packed into jars, then a hot liquid of vinegar, water, salt, spices and herbs is poured over the vegetable or fruit contents. Salt 
brining requires vegetables to be soaked in salt for up to an entire day, with excess salt being removed before packing into jars; 
a vinegar-based liquid is then added to create proper acidic conditions — bread and butter pickles, as well as kosher-style deli 
pickles are produced with this method. 

So we are finally down to the important part — what’s the best way to enjoy Messy Brine’s products? A consensus of Beer Table 
employees has come up with the following:

SALT AND VINEGAR PICKLE CHIPS: Fried Chicken sandwiches, grilled cheese, homemade tartar sauce, pickle-infused vodka

JALAPENO CARROTS: Bloody Marys, a topping on queso, Cuban sandwich topping, a partner to chips and salsa

CAULIKRAUT: Hot dogs, reubens, mussels

Messy Brine will be debuting another product later this year, so be on the look-out for more delicious products from this 
up and comer.
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Visit us in Grand Central or online for great gifts, for you or someone else.

T-SHIRTS

$25  Available in multiple designs. 
Men’s and Women’s, S-XL

CYCLING CAP

$27  Available in sizes S/M, and L/XL

BEER TABLE BEER BAR

$5  Dark chocolate with brewer’s barley, 
orange peel and sea salt

G I FT  C A R D

BEER TABLE GIFT CARD

$25-200  Available in multiple values

THE GIFT OF BEER

Price varies  Customizable mixed cases.  
Call to design yours!

REDUCTIVIST RINGTOOL

$25  Bike tool + bottle opener

BUSINESS CARD BOTTLE OPENER

$2

TRACK JACKET

$40  Available in sizes S-XL

by COLEMAN FEENEY




